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Abstract

In the case of large unstable mountain slopes, the spatial repartition of the saturated zones influence the pressure repartitions in the massif and the slope stability. This contribution proposes an evaluation of water origin and pressure transit time of roundwater flows from hydrochemical and isotopic measurements. The objective is to propose a conceptual model of the groundwater flows and a location of the saturated zones in the slope. The interpretation of time measurements of water pressure in the collapsed zone highlights (i) an evolution of flows with deformation that induces a damaging of the rock properties and (ii) the necessity to connect hydrogeological conditions and geological background in a dynamical system to analyse the pore pressure in the fractured collapsed zone.

1. Introduction

In the case of large unstable mountain slopes, clearly the main driving force of instability is gravity and the major triggering factor is groundwater (Noverraz et al., 1998). For example, after a hydrogeological study on the Vallemaggia landslide, Bonzanigo et al. (2001) prove that, by draining the massif, the pore water pressure in the unstable slope is the main factor that triggered the unstable mass velocity increases, and now, under dry conditions, the slope is stable. In an unstable fractured massif, flows create pore water pressure variations that trigger the landslide acceleration. However, in mountainous slopes infiltration events are heterogeneous, with important elevation variations, created by rain and temperature variability. After infiltration, water flows within the metamorphic rocks and can be drained through perched aquifers in the uncompressed or weak fault zones (Maréchal, 1998). Finally groundwaters flow through the heterogeneous slope in a multipermeable fractured media, where permeability ranges from 10⁻¹ m/s in the gneiss matrix to 10⁻¹ m/s in the fractures (Cappa et al., 2004) to flow in the landslide where rock permeability is not constant but is a function of stress and stress induced damage (Tang et al., 2002). Thus, to study the mechanisms that influence the water effect on landslide acceleration, a model of flow in the slope is necessary.

To understand these complex flows a hydrogeochemical approach is applied from the La Clapière slope (Guglielmi et al., 2000, 2002; Cappa et al., 2004 Guglielmi et al., 2005) to the Rosone slope (Piemont, Italy). The water flow path and saturated zone in this slope are localized with a detailed hydrogeological investigation and geochemical measurements, coupled with time evolution of pore water pressure and deformation in the slope, recorded over 4 yr. These data enable us to propose a conceptual model of flow in an unstable area in a dynamical system.

2. Geomorphology of the Rosone slope

This rock slope, which mainly consists of gneiss, is located on the Italian side of the Western alps and has been affected by recurrent instability phenomena. The entire southern side of the ridge bounded by the Orco and Piantonetto Rivers has been undergoing a slow process of gravitational slope deformation (Fig. 1). The entire slope ranges from 700 to 2000 m asl. Located in the metamorphic rock of the “Gran Paradiso” units, movements affect about 5.5 km² and reach depths of over 100 m (Forlati et al., 2001). The characterization of rock mass shows three main systems of discontinuities, the schistosity (dip direction of 154°, dip of 34°S), and two main joint sets (dip direction of 20°, dip of 86°W and dip direction of 100°, dip of 68°N, Fig. 8) (Forlati et al., 2001). These discontinuities drive the gravitational movements and create a high heterogeneity in rock properties (Forlati et al., 2001). The morphological and structural characteristics of the area and the annual average motions suggest subdividing it into three sectors, corresponding roughly to the villages of Ronchi, Perrebellia, and Bertodasco (INTERREG1, 1996). A 17 km water pipe spanning is drilled in the entire length of the gravitational deformation (Fig. 1, noted CF in hydrochemical analysis). With the objective to investigate the possible modes of instability of the rock slope, by using a discontinuous model, Barla and Chirotti (1995) show that with the unloading process which occurs with deglaciation, the rock mass at the crest of the slope undergoes failure in shear (as shown by the cross section in Fig. 8) and creates uncompressed zones at the crest. The uncompressed zone is composed of a 3 km² topped zone (Perrebellia and Ronchi) with centimetric open fractures, ranging from 1400 to 2000 m asl., high fractured trenches and zones with unweathered gneiss (Fig. 3).
Based on morphological, structural characteristics, inclinometric measurements, surface deformation measurements, seismic imaging and laboratory tests, a detailed hazard analysis of the collapsed zone is developed (Amatruda et al., 2004). The analysis defined three zones in the collapsed zone with different average annual velocities (Fig. 1) that represent three scenarios of rupture with different involved volumes: (i) the collapse of the heavily fractured zone C (Fig. 1), therefore continuous rockfalls can weaken the rock mass located in this sector, (ii) the collapse of the zone C may bring about the avalanche of zone B at the same time. The volume involved would be about 9,300,000 m³ (Amatruda et al., 2004), (iii) collapse of the whole landslide area, zones C and B may induce the avalanche of the whole rock body involving a volume of about 20,500,000 m³. A number of factors that could affect the stability conditions of the slope were evidenced. Geological structure and transient water pressures are the predominant factors for slope stability (Barla and Chiriotti, 1995). To get some insight into the causes of the phenomenon, a series of non-linear, time-dependent analyses has been carried out through the finite element method. The slow movement of the rock mass, and the gradual loss of its mechanical properties with increasing deformation, has been accounted for the calculations by means of a viscoplastic law, allowing for strain softening effects. The results of the analyses lead to some conclusions on the causes of the observed movements, among which the possible influence of the change of groundwater pore pressure during time is likely to play an important role on the observed movements. The interpretation of pore water pressure is not straightforward, due to the complex hydrogeological conditions of the slope. No reliable correlation has been established so far between the evolution of the hydraulic pressure during time and the amount of rainfall (Forlati et al., 2001).

We performed a new hydrogeochemical study at the landslide scale to characterize the relation between gravitational features and hydrogeology, to discuss origin of water in the landslide and the dynamical evolution of flows. The aim is to bring new data on the complex hydrogeological conditions of this unstable slope. Sacchi et al. (2004) have studied the hydrogeology and hydrogeochemistry of the Orco Valley to characterize past hydrothermal and present fluid circulation in the Gran Paradiso massif. These observations give a general conceptual model of flow in the stable fractured gneiss at the Gran Paradiso massif scale and give a valley scale model of flows in which our study takes place.

3. Methods
First, water chemistry is studied to inform us about the hydrogeological setting (Mudry et al., 1994; Guglielmi et al., 2002). An instantaneous physical and chemical analysis of all the springs that drain the Rosone slope has been performed in June and December. Cation measurements are made with the atomic absorption spectrophotometer PerkinElmer A analyst 100 and the anion measurement with a high pressure ionic chromatograph Dionex DX 100 (precision is about 5% maximum, according to the dilution coefficient). Bicarbonate is measured volumetrically. The chemical content, interpreted like the result of water–rock interactions, enables to define several flow types that characterize the different water–rock interaction types. The comparison between water chemistry variability and geomorphological and geological maps defined several aquifer types, with different hydraulic properties. Second, the average elevation of the recharge area of water sampled is determined with an isotopic method (Fontes, 1976). The stable isotope of oxygen, δ18O, is determined with a mass spectrometer MAT 250 Hausverfahren (±0.15 δ18O) by Hydroisotop GmbH; the unit of measurement corresponds to a normalized value referred to the sea water value. In water of precipitations, δ18O content is controlled by climatic conditions and evapotranspiration. In mountainous areas, with an important temperature gradient with elevation, the δ18O content (which is thermo-dependent and stable during infiltration time records the infiltration elevation of water; Razafindrakoto, 1988; Juif, 1991; Novel et al., 1995; Guglielmi et al., 2000; Maréchal and Etcheverry, 2003).

Third, an estimation of infiltrated water in the slope is performed using time measurements of rainfall, snow cover, and temperature measurements (Fig. 2). No runoff is considered in the uncomprssed zone, because of the opening of fractures and the presence of counterscarps in the slope (Fig. 3), but in the strong slopes (N45%) without deformation observations on the surface, the runoff is considered as draining all the superficial water. The daily Turc equation (De Marsily, 1981) is applied for rainfall. Using a 14 yr long data set of 26 gauging stations in the central Italian Alps, it is considered that 1 cm of snow gave 1 mm of infiltrated water (Bocchiola and Rosso, in press).

During 2001, two water pressure tests (Lugeon Test) were realized in the collapse area. It consists of three 5-minute water injections carried out at the same pressure. The hydraulic conductivity is measured in terms of Lugeon units, with 1 Lugeon Unit equals to a water take of 1 l/m/min at a pressure of 10 bars. 1 Lugeon Unit is interpreted in the SI unit system with the approximate relation where 1 UL corresponds to 2·10−7 m/s (De Marsily, 1981). The monthly infiltrated water was compared to 4 yrs head evolution in the piezometer (B1) located in the collapsed zone C (Fig. 1) and compared to the surface movement gives information on the hydromechnaical behaviour and enables us to examine the time evolution of the flows in the slope.
4. Results and interpretation: hydrogeology of the slope

4.1. Relation between gravitational structures and hydrogeology
For infiltration conditions, the countercarps strongly reduce the runoff and the high fracturing in the uncompressed zone induced heterogeneity of groundwater infiltration. Thus, water from Perrebbella river (S4, Fig. 1) sinksholes in an uncompressed zone 50 m lower and the water of Bertodasco spring (SS) passes through a countercarp (Fig. 4). On the entire slope, the uncompressed zones bound by an extrapolation of countercarps and trenches, are represented in Fig. 4 and correspond to the recharge area.
The collapsed sector of Bertodasco, slides along a 0.95 km2 quasiplanar surface along the schistosity surfaces (Fig. 4). With movement of 7–21 mm/yr, the zone corresponds to the more collapsed zone C of Fig. 1. The foot of the Bertodasco sector (base of the movement) is a zone with a high density of springs with low water yield of 5 l/s (June 2004). Springs 18–19 have a yield around 20 l/s and are the main outputs in the slope (Fig. 4). The other springs located on the slope have low yields, less than 1 l/s each. The geometric correlation between outflowing springs and rupture surface measured in borehole demonstrates that the rupture surface is a draining zone.

An analysis of the Bertodasco zone hydrogeology is interpreted from detailed geomorphological investigations and borehole observations (Fig. 5a). The A1 drilling presents an alternation of soil and rock from 0 to 48 m, and deeper the gneissic rock. The sliding surface is intercepted at 38.98 m (data from inclinometer), and the water level varies around a depth of 31 m above the sliding surface. In the B1 drilling, the limit between alternating soil–rock and rock is 43.5 m deep, with some uncompressed gneiss. The rupture surface is at 40.23 m, and the water table in B1 varies around a depth of 47–54 m, under the rupture surface (Amatruda et al., 2004). The geomorphological map (Fig. 4) presents scarps and countercarps under the collapsed zone, crossing in the B1 drilling. The collapsed zone corresponds roughly to weathered gneiss (alternating rock and soil), and the saturated zone is located at the boundary of the gneissic rock (Fig. 5b). But with toppling, the rock is fractured and uncompressed in the trenches, like under the B1 borehole. The saturated zone, usually located at the boundary of the gneissic rock, can extend to the uncompressed gneiss. The springs located at the foot of the sliding mass do not have the same elevation that display heterogeneity of fracture orientations, with preferential flows in the sliding surface. Water, infiltrated in the uncompressed zone outward of the landslide can pass in the collapsed zones. Aquifer from uncompressed zones and aquifer from the collapsed zones are connected. The time evolution of this zone is discussed from extensometers and pore water pressure measurements in Section 5.

The absence of water in the A2 borehole crossing the sliding surface (Figs. 1 and 8) suggests that the saturated zones are not continuous along the sliding surface. The presence of water in the A2, A1 and B1 borehole crossing the uncompressed zone, suggests that the saturated zones are concentrated in the more uncompressed zones in the trenches under the collapsed zone.

4.2. Water origin and boundary conditions: spatial
variations of water chemistry. The chemical content of the springs draining the massif, analysed in June and November 2004, enables a classification of springs in three groups, showed by the relative percentage of each major ion (Piper plot, Fig. 6a): (i) magnesium potassium type and low mineralized water (ii) calcium bicarbonate type, and (iii) magnesium calcium type. These types are differentiated on the hydrogeological map (Fig. 4). The magnesium potassium and low mineralized water type is interpreted like short-term water rock interactions and small superficial aquifers. The magnesium and the potassium are the most present ions but the concentrations are weak. These perched aquifers near the surface correspond to water in highly uncompressed zones. The springs with the calcium bicarbonate type are located in the glacial deposits composed of minerals that bring bicarbonate in water. The magnesium calcium type reflects to water rock interaction in fractured gneiss and includes most of the springs.

Interpretation of isotopic measurements is done at a local scale, using springs located between 1300 m and 2000 m, whose recharge elevations are known (black squares in Fig. 4). The springs used for gradient calibration belong to the magnesium potassium water type presented in Fig. 4, corresponding to superficial aquifers, where recharge areas are easy to define with cartographic data. The δ18O gradient obtained for November 2004 is about 0.26‰/100 m. The range of annual and spatial variations of δ18O gradient are estimated by comparison with other gradients measured in similar climatic contents (Juif, 1991; Guglielmi et al., 2000; Maréchal and Etchevery, 2003), this range defines an error range (Fig. 6b) due to seasonal temperature variations. Thus, most of the sampled springs in the foot of the valley have a conductivity b60 mS/cm and a δ18O content comparable to water infiltrated at mean elevation of the recharge area around 1800 m, correlated with the uncompressed zone of Ronchi (Fig. 3). The Ronchi zone is the recharge area for most of the springs of the slope. Spring S11, outflowing from a glacial deposits, presents an infiltration elevation of 1800 m. This is an overflow of water passing through the Bertodasco instability. Most of the water flows directly into the debris flows and in the alluvium of the Orco River. The water budget is difficult to measure. The average recharge area for sources 3, 6
and 9 inferred from the calibration average recharge area of about 2000 m, may be explained as a mix with the water from the 17 km pipe (CF).

4.3. Water budget
The infiltration yields per surface unit have been defined for each spring, with a well defined recharge area, and compared to low water yield (Table 1). Data give an infiltration yield of about 3.1 l/s/km$^2$ (±0.4). Spring S5, with a 0.06 km$^2$ infiltration area relative to the sliding area bounded between 1500 m and 1175 m, presents an infiltration yield about 9 l/s/km$^2$. If we hypothetically increase the size of the recharge (area including the S4 area) taking into account that the water of spring S4, sinkholes in a trench and flows in the sliding mass, the new infiltration surface is about 0.17 km$^2$ and the infiltration yield becomes 3.1 l/s/km$^2$, which is more coherent with the other springs (S4, S15, S16, S20, Table 1).

4.4. Hydraulic properties of the aquifers
The time measurements are analysed to estimate transfer time between an infiltration period and a water pressure increasing in the B1 borehole (Fig. 7). This transfer time characterizes the flow in the uncompressed zone. Related to the infiltration intensity, the pore water pressure in the collapsed zone increases after 1.4 d after an infiltration event. The permeability, calculated from a Lugeon test that is performed in two points of the collapsed zone, enables us to estimated permeability of the perched aquifer. These data are plotted in the cross section (Fig. 8). The permeability ranges from 1.5 10$^{-5}$ to 2.5 10$^{-5}$ m/s in the collapsed zone.

5. Discussion
5.1. Conceptual model of groundwater flow
Fig. 8 shows a hydrogeological cross section of the Rosone slope, with uncompressed zones that are interpreted from numerical calculations where failure occurs, as the unloading process due to deglaciation takes place (Forlati et al., 2001). The springs with a magnesium potassium type (Fig. 6a) are draining perched aquifers in the uncompressed and collapsed zones. The magnesium potassium type is a marker of fractured aquifers. These contrasted chemical types show that the perched flows are not mixed with water from the fractured rock during a low water table period. Thus a model with perched saturated zones disconnected from the fractured aquifer is more appropriate. Two different aquifers take place in the fractured gneiss and in the uncompressed zone.

The interpretation of 18O data suggests the uncompressed zone as a recharge area, and the field observations show a relation between counterscarp and sinkhole. Gneiss has a low permeability, so open fractures are the main ground water drains. The spring location shows that the groundwater flow paths are strongly controlled by trenches and sliding surfaces. This correlation is validated by drilling data, recording saturated zones in the uncompressed volumes (A101, A1, B1) and unsaturated zones between the uncompressed volumes (A2) (Fig. 8). Water from the perched aquifer can flow to the fractured one, as it is suggested by 18O values of the fractured gneiss springs (S18–19).

The water in several saturated zones in trenches flow into more uncompressed zones parallel to the slope with underground runoff or somewhere by a spring–sinkhole system, such as the S4 or S5 river (Figs. 4 and 5). Water flows in the sliding surface only around these trenches. Connections between the trenches are possible using unsaturated flows. The high density of springs in the collapsed zone and the yields of 0.5 to 1.5 l/s measured at the no. 5 spring suggest an infiltration area wider than the collapsed zone itself. The infiltration yields (Table 1) known only for perched water demonstrate the connection between moving mass and trenches outside of the collapsed zone. Water pressure measurements in A1 and B1 suggest the same behaviour model for the trenches above the S5 springs. The flow model is coherent with the conceptual model of the present groundwater circulation at the Orco Valley scale proposed for deep water flow analyses (Sacchi et al., 2004). Moreover, most landslides have an important natural shallow drainage system, which is supplied to the deeper groundwater table (Van Asch et al., 1999).

5.2. Slope diffusivity evolution
Fig. 5 presents the instrumentation installed in the Bertodasco sector. The head measurements in the B1 borehole are plotted in Fig. 9 with the opening of the extensometer 5 considered as representative of the zone C movements compared to other extensometers and inclinometers. The minimum head in the massif seems to decrease with time. In 2001, a long low water period of about 30 d without infiltration recorded a minimum head of 6.6 m, whereas in 2003 the minimum head was 4.2 m. Such differences can originate from infiltration volume or from diffusivity variation in the aquifer, which reduce the pressure transfer duration (Van Asch et al., 1999). To discuss the evolution of head during a low water period, the maximum head after infiltration in the Rosone slope is compared with infiltration water accumulated in one month. The one month duration is chosen relatively to transfer time estimated in the B1 borehole (Fig. 7) between 10 and 30 d to evacuate water pressure from a precipitation event and to evacuated prestorm saturation of porosity in the slope.
The results are presented in Fig. 10 which presents maximum head in the piezometer as a function of infiltrated water. The relation between the maximum head recorded during an infiltration event and the infiltrated water that induces this precipitation event presents a decrease of pressure in time that is affected by a period of high collapse movements. The movement of the collapsed zone creates deformations in the material, thus creates damage and irreversible modifications in groundwater flows (Tang et al., 2002).

For the same infiltration rate, the pressure increase is higher before 5th May 2001 compared to 2003. Thus, to explain this evolution, two hypotheses are possible: a diminution of the size of the infiltration area or an evolution of diffusivity in the sliding mass. As it is proved that the Bertodasco sector is connected with the entire toppling area, the variation of water pressures are attributed to an evolution of diffusivity in the massif, occurring quickly after a movement of the slope, because the overall permeability of a fractured rock increases with the increasing of fracture density (Zhang and Sanderson, 1998). This phenomenon of head decrease with instability is observed in some superficial landslides. The drainage by fissures results in a lower spatial average height of the groundwater table. However in the collapsed zones, the instability is initiated early and more often. A more rapid access of rainwater and a more rapid drainage by the fissure system cause higher temporal frequency instability (Van Asch et al., 1999).

6. Conclusion

In the Rosone slope, hydrochemistry analysis shows two main systems of water: perched water and water flowing through fractures. Isotopic measurements demonstrate that the importance of an area ranging around 1800 m is strongly correlated with the mapped uncompressed zone. The perched water flows in an uncompressed zone and passes into the collapsed zone. The hydrogeology of the slope is driven by instability features. In the collapsed zone, the flows evolve with deformation evolution. The water pressure measurements in the collapsed zone enable us to characterize a damage effect on groundwater flows. Following a short deformation event, about 1 mm/d, the hydraulic massif properties are definitely modified. The groundwater flows in the slope are time-dependent, with a rapid evolution during a period of high collapse movements. The prediction of the water pressure effect on the movement requires a quantification of the evolution of rock properties having experienced a deformation.
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FIGURES AND TABLES

Fig. 1. Geologic and geomorphologic setting of the Rosone slope
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\[
\text{ETP} = k \left( \frac{R}{T+15} \right) \cdot (R+50)
\]

\[
K=0.4, \ R_0 = 10
\]

\[
\text{If } T<2^\circ \text{C, and snow present}
\]

\[
\text{If } R \leq \text{ETP}
\]

\[
I_R = R - \text{ETP} \quad (I_R = 0 \text{ if } R \leq \text{ETP})
\]

\[
I_s = 1 \text{ mm for } 1 \text{ cm of snow}
\]

Infiltration = \( I_R + I_s \) (mm)

Fig. 2. Protocol to estimate infiltrated water on the slope and to estimate hydrodynamic parameters.
Fig. 3. Schematical view of the main scarp in the Rosone slope from a photo.

Fig. 4. Hydrogeology of the Rosone slope, map of the slope with recharge area, uncompressed zones, and a classification of the water chemical results.
Fig. 5. Detail of the Bertodasco sector.

Fig. 6. Water chemistry and isotopic measurements in the Rosone slope.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>June 2004</th>
<th>δ¹⁸O</th>
<th>Average elevation of the infiltration area (from δ¹⁸O)</th>
<th>Low water yield</th>
<th>Infiltration area</th>
<th>Infiltration yield</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>l/s (±20%)</td>
<td>km²</td>
<td>l/s/km²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S16</td>
<td>−12.19</td>
<td>2090</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S20</td>
<td>−11.09</td>
<td>1640</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S15</td>
<td>−11.37</td>
<td>1730</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>−10.39</td>
<td>1370</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

References

Tests of the infiltration area

S5  −10.14  1238  0.53  0.06  9.2
S5  −9.14  1238  0.53  0.17  3.1
Table 1: Water balance on the Rosone slope, with groundwater data from June 2004

Fig. 7. Frequencies of the transit time between infiltration periods and increase of water pressure, in the Bertodasco sector, for 100 precipitation events between 2000 and 2004.

Fig. 8. Hydrogeological cross section of the Rosone slope, with water head in boreholes and spring location.
Fig. 9. Time head measurements in the B1 piezometer from 2000 to 2004.

Fig. 10. In situ characterization of a flow–damage coupling phenomena.